
Durant 3 Light
DURANT - 44" CEILING FANMODEL 53188Maiden BronzeDark Wood Finish

Durant - 44" Ceiling Fan
With simple styling that works almost anywhere, the Durant is a perfect fit for your home. It's a bit reminiscent of the futuristic Bel Geddes
automobile designs of the 1930s. The repetition of form in the clean curved lines interplays with the extravagantly rounded features to create
the perfect archetype for traditional low-profile fans.

 Includes three-light fitter with Tea Stain glass

 Direct Drive™ motor provides unparalleled power, silent performance, and reliability over decades of daily use

 Three 13W Standard Medium Base CFL bulbs included

 Low Profile housing is specially designed to fit flush to the ceiling and is ideal for use in rooms with low ceilings Canopy

Indoor only

Dimensions

Energy Information
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Airflow
3375 cfm

Electricity Use
61 watts

Airflow Efficiency
55 cfm/watt

Standard dimensions: with 3 inch downrod (included)
Angled dimensions: with 36 inch downrod (not included)

Running at high speed


